
SUPERVISED WIRELESS

I recommend the EM-900WA Wanderer Alert for patients, families and
friends. The NEW EM-900WA Wanderer Alert monitors up to 40 patients
at Long Range!  It’s portable, allowing continuous monitor while away
from work station. 

The Wireless pendant transmitters are worn by patients and continuously
send signals to the Wanderer Alert. Whenever patients “Wander Away” 
or move outside areas or facilities, the signals are no longer received from
the pendant  transmitter. The Wanderer Alert detects the missing signals
and sounds the alarm. The LCD displays the patient name, 
location, etc (the alpha-numeric information that you have entered) 
- received from the pendant transmitters. Our staff can quickly respond 
to the emergency. 

A special feature “Patient Locator” is built into the Wanderer Alert and
allows search and location in the event of missing or lost patients. Other
advantages are “Call waiting” for multiple alarms and “Data Log” for
analysis.

Now... patients can be cared for without the need of confinement or
physical restraints!

We are so happy
with Wanderer
Alert...get it for

your patients,
you’ll be
glad you did!

Transmitter is worn
on wrist or ankle with

Locking Band

Wanderer Alert sounds the Alert and
LCD displays information such as:

TX MISSING  J DOE  AB
Event            Name  Location

You may enter any information up to
15 characters                   

“Wander Away.” patients “Missing” or “Lost” patients “Walk Out” patients Personnel or Items 
Leaving Facility

Pendant transmitter continuously
sends the signal every 10 sec-
onds. If signals are missing for 3
minutes, Wanderer Alert Sounds
the Alarm! 

EM-900WA is
placed at
Nurse sta-
tion, desk

or  can be
carried
with you!
Ni-Mh

battery lasts
up to 8 hours!
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Wireless 900 MHz Technology comes to the rescue of patients! 

The EM-900 Wanderer Alert is fast and easy to set up and operate. 
Connect EM-900 cable to pendant transmitters. Enter information
for each transmitter (ex: Event - Name - Location).

You can enter any information (up to 15 characters)
that will be displayed on LCD screen. It will Beep

Alert and Display entered information whenever 
a transmitter is activated by patient going out 

of range. Unit is Portable! Can be in hand, 
pocket or  shoulder strap while roaming.

“Call Waiting”will retain up to 10 multiple incoming calls. Data Log
retains calls for evaluation. Aux. out for Automatic Voice Dialers calls
cellphones, pagers and telephones.

EM-900 WA shown in
re-charge cradle.
Ni-Mh battery lasts up
to 8 hours.

The wireless pendant is attached to the patient with a non-removable 
band and sends a continuous signal to the Wanderer Alert unit every 
10 seconds. The unit will Alarm if it doesn’t hear a signal within 3 minutes.

When the patient attempts to wander away, the Wanderer Alert unit detects the missing 
signals and sounds the Alert at the EM-900. The LCD Displays the missing patient’s name etc.   

“Patient Locator” function will ask “Do you want to Search for the missing patient”, if selected
it will go into “Search Mode” allowing you to locate patient by detecting the signals from the
missing patient’s transmitter as you search.

The Wanderer Alert system is capable of monitoring 
both High Risk and Low Risk patients!

High Risk Patients *patients that are high risk to wander away 
For High Risk patients, the pendant is attached to ankle and will activate 
Wanderer Alert when patient wanders up to 50 feet or less from unit.
Allowing patient to move throughout facility or living areas.   

Low Risk Patients  *patients that are low risk to wander. 
With Low Risk patients, attach pendant to wrist. This allows them to move

throughout living areas, facility, yard, etc.  Wanderer Alert will activate when
patient wanders up to 500 feet or less from unit.

Order Information
Model Description

EM-900 WA .. Complete with Wanderer Alert Unit, Charging Cradle, AC Adapter 

WPT-900 ....... Wireless Pendant transmitter with extra Locking wrist-ankle bands 

LWA-900 ...... Patient locator unit only with charging cradle, AC adapter

AVD-45be ..... Automatic voice dialer 
See Emergency Caller Product Index and Price list

for all accessories for Products and Systems!

How It Works:

1.1.

2.2.
3.3.

How It Works:

Wireless 900 MHz Technology comes to the rescue of patients! 
Wanderer Alert Automatically Sounds the Alert and Notifies of who is missing, 

Even while care provider is roaming!

1 pendant per 
unit station only.
(Max. 40)


